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Although military regimes throughout the hemisphere have
given way, at least temporarily, to a period of redemocratization, it
seems appropriate at this time to examine a number of works on the
military in Latin American politics. While the studies reviewed here
constitute only a small fraction of the voluminous research on the topic,
they afford some sense of the state of the literature.

A decade ago, Abraham Lowenthal's seminal article, '~rmies
and Politics in Latin America," stressed the importance of both "inter
nal factors" (such as "class origins, socialization, training, cohort expe
rience and degree of professionalization of officers") and "external or
environmental circumstances" (societal "levels of economic and politi
cal development, political culture and social stratification") for an ade
quate theory of military behavior. 1 Influential theoretical contributions
and case studies by Guillermo O'Donnell, Alfred Stepan, Philippe
Schmitter, Robert Kaufmann, John Samuel Fitch, and others may focus
more heavily on either the societal context of military politics (such as
"organic statism" and the limits of dependent economic growth) or on
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factors shaping the ~orporate outlook and interests of the armed forces
(such as education, class origin, and military branch). Most, however,
have recognized the importance of both elements. 2

Jonathan Cavanagh's Reflections on Class Theory Suggested by Anal
yses of the Peruvian Military Regime, 1968-79 employs classical Marxist
class analysis in search of a "correct" interpretation of General Juan
Velasco Alvarado's reformist military regime (1968-1975) and its succes
sor, the conservative government of General Francisco Morales Bermu
dez. After rather mechanically determining that Peru fits all of the char
acteristics of dependent, peripheral capitalism, Cavanagh briefly re
views the record of the Velasco reforms and, more importantly, the
limitations of those reforms. Although the regime promulgated an ex
tensive agrarian reform, expanded the role of the state, nationalized
critical sectors of the economy formerly controlled by multinationals,
weakened the traditional oligarchy, and introduced a limited amount of
worker coparticipation, Cavanagh insists that the regime was doomed
to failure because it did not undertake basic structural reforms aimed at
dismantling dependent capitalism or developing an alternative to "the
old export-led growth model."

Most of Cavanagh's book, however, is devoted not to discussing
Peru but to analyzing classical Marxist theory and critiquing more re
cent interpretations of class theory (including works by Reinhard Ben
dix and Seymour Lipset, T. B. Bottomore, RaIf Dahrendorf, and Theoto
nio dos Santos-none of whom apparently understand Marx as well as
Cavanagh feels he does).3 He also rejects some of the leading research
on military politics (by Samuel Huntington and Eric Nordlinger)4 and
on the Peruvian military experiment (by Alfred Stepan, E. V. K. FitzGer
ald, Julio Cotler, Arubal Quijano, and Henry Pease Garda).5 Essentially,
Cavanagh argues that the existing body of literature on the Peruvian
military fails to recognize the overriding importance of antagonistic
class interests (Stepan) or lacks an adequate social psychology of inter
ests (FitzGerald and much of the Marxist tradition) or suffers from un
founded optimism about the future of class struggle (Cotler, Quijano,
and most of the Peruvian left). Even when class analysis is introduced,
Cavanagh insists, it is invariably misapplied. Only Pease Garda's £1
ocaso del poder oligdrquico is credited with offering an adequate explana
tion of the limits of Velasquista reformism.

For those willing to struggle through Cavanagh's extremely tur
gid writing and strange outline form of organization, it is easier to com
prehend what he dislikes in other authors than it is to appreciate how
his discussion of Marx's classics leads readers to a more powerful analy
sis of Peru's antagonistic class relationships or the structural constraints
that doomed military reformism. What is clear is that Cavanagh has
little interest in analyzing the Peruvian military itself. Because he views
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the military's bourgeois reformism as the inevitable playing out of
forces inherent in dependent capitalism, he fails to discuss internal fac
tors shaping the military's perception of Peruvian society. Indeed, some
of his sharpest words are reserved for North American political soci
ology and its "subjectivist" emphasis on military corporate interests.
Nordlinger and Huntington are targeted as primary representatives of
this approach. Cavanagh conceeds Nordlinger's limited use of class
analysis but faults him for suggesting that the Velasco government had
a will of its own, "instead of an analysis being undertaken into the
conditions and the objective limits to [the military government's] re
forms. . . ." Similarly, while crediting Huntington's Political Order in
Changing Societies with "avoiding the pitfalls of a notion of linear prog
ress in development," Cavanagh ultimately finds the analysis "too po
litical," flawed in its attribution of institutional autonomy, and unable to
recognize "the class problematic, which Huntington obscures."

Cavanagh's thesis stands in stark contrast to Liisa North's and
Tanya Korovkin's far more insightful research on the Peruvian military. 6

While their book falls within a broad framework of class analysis, they
recognize the importance of examining the military's internal dynamics.
Consequently, they describe an ideological continuum within the Ve
lasco regime and skillfully show how ideological and political contradic
tions within the military weakened its reformist project. Not surpris
ingly, Cavanagh pays scant attention to such factors or to earlier studies
by Luigi Einaudi, Victor Villanueva, and others that examine the influ
ence of military traditions and training on the Peruvian armed forces'
worldview. Reflections on Class Theory presents nothing on Peru that has
not previously been published by FitzGerald (upon whom Cavanagh
relies heavily for his description of economic policy) and others. More
pages are devoted to discussing Capital and The Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte than to analyzing Velasco's reforms and their limitations.
Specifics such as the Velasco regime's obsession with large, capital-in
tensive development projects, its inability to mobilize political support,
and its economic mismanagement were not discussed, perhaps because
they were viewed by the author as inevitable aspects of capitalist devel
opment and hence not worthy of attention. Like too much of the depen
dency and class analysis literature, theory here precedes and super
cedes individual facts to such a point that the country under study
becomes hardly relevant. Analyses of military reformism in Ecuador or
of bourgeois civilian governments in Venezuela or Mexico would differ
in detail but would reach the same oft-repeated conclusions on the lim
its of reformism in dependent capitalist societies. Having largely dis
missed Stepan's analysis of the constraints of the Iberian tradition,
Cavanagh (like many dependista and Marxist theorists) must explain
how peripheral capitalism in rightist authoritarian regimes such as
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Taiwan and South Korea seem to have produced sustained economic
growth coupled with relatively equitable distribution.

If Cavanagh's study seems uninterested in military training and
education (or in any internal factors), Frederick Nunn's Yesterday's Sol
diers: European Military Professionalism in South America, 1890-1940 deals
almost exclusively with that issue. It focuses on how German and
French training missions in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Peru between
1890 and 1940 influenced the professionalization of those nations' offi
cers corps. But unlike Cavanagh, Nunn does not claim to have identi
fied the key determinant of military attitudes and "behavior. Although
his,focus is historical, he argues that "South American military profes
sionalism was in essence the same in the 1970s as it was in the 1920s" in
that "officer-corps ... thoughts and self-perception changed but little"
in that period. Nunn's book is designed to shed light on the more re
cent political involvement of the armed forces in those nations by trac
ing the transition from military professionalism to "professional militar
ism-the propensity and willingness to apply solutions based on a
military ethos to social, economic, and political problems."

The core of Nunn's argument is that officers in these key South
American nations "aped the attitudes" of European officers. Like their
Prussian and French mentors, they longed for the mythical "good old
days" when "society was stable, politics was minimal ... and the en
tire population respected the army." Throughout the book, Nunn re
peatedly points to the antiliberal, antidemocratic attitudes of South
American officers and links those values to comparable European mili
tary perspectives. The difference was that the European officers ulti
mately accepted civilian control and parliamentary democracy while
their South American students operated within a framework of weak
civilian institutions that led them to increasingly interventionist posi
tions. Before turning to the question of military training missions,
Nunn briefly, but properly, describes the socioeconomic and political
context within which the officers operated-a very hierarchical and de
pendent society.

Looking at events at the turn of the century, Nunn notes that in
all four nations (Argentina, Brazil, Peru, and Chile, although less so in
Chile), civilian political conflict contributed to the politicization of the
officers corps. Ironically, European military training was often intro
duced for the express purpose of removing the armed forces from parti
san politics. But the result was a rejection not just of partisan politics
but of the political process itself. South American officers "reflected
traditional European disdain for civilians ... and a distinct wariness of
liberal democracy." Seeing themselves as morally superior to civilian
politicians, these officers viewed the armed forces as the only true de
fender of the national interest. Defending national security included
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integrating marginal groups into the nation-state through obligatory
military service. Referring to Peru's indigenous population early in this
century, future Chief-of-Staff Gabriel Velarde wrote, "What more meri
torious labor than to transform the unfortunate helot into a civilized
being, the miserable slave of tyranny and superstition into a free man.
. . ." Another officer, foreshadowing some of the Velasco regime's mod
erate indigenismo, urged that training of recruits stress the role of Tupac
Amaro as a precursor to independence in order to induce Indians and
cholos to identify with Peru's history.

In the years following World War I, officers injected themselves
more directly into the political system in a variety of ways: support for
Alessandri in Chile, the tenente revolt in Brazil, and Uriburu's protofas
cist faction in Argentina. The depression greatly accelerated that trend,
as military professionalism turned to professional militarism. Like their
German and French mentors, the South American military feared Marx
ism, distrusted liberal democracy, and viewed authoritarianism- even
fascism-as preferable. The Prussian and French officers' paranoid fear
of communists, socialists, capitalists, the English, and Jews was easily
transferred to the South American military's anxieties about "the enemy
from within." For Argentina's profascist officers, that enemy might take
the form of political parties, unions, international organizations, or for
eign investment, while for some Ibaftistas in Chile, it encompassed the
oligarchy and "ambitious members of the bourgeoisie," neither group
being sensitive to the true needs of the population. In Peru junior offi
cers adopted from the French the mission civilisatrice. Like their Chilean
enemies, they perceived themselves as the protectors of the underclass.
Nunn cites one Lieutenant Paz Garcia on the need to save "the Indian
[who] has been . . . vilely exploited by those who will not recognize . . .
that he is a principal resource for the future of our nation." Such radical
rhetoric in no way prevented the same officers from actively opposing
Aprista populism or fearing "the tentacles of the communist monster."

Nunn argues that although both European and South American
officers of the interwar period were frequently of middle-class origins,
they rejected the bourgeoisie and the individualistic, materialistic, capi
talist values represented by that class. Instead, "yesterday'S soldiers"
yearned for a nobler mythical past when self-sacrifice and patriotism
were respected. This view conflicts with the "classical" analyses of both
John Johnson and Jose Nun, who (from very different perspectives)
linked the military's middle-class origins to a probourgeois orientation.
Although the United States replaced Germany and France in the post
war period as the source of foreign training, Nunn thinks that the be
liefs inculcated by the Europeans persisted through the institutional
military regimes of the 1960s and 1970s. The officers who carried out
the golpes of those decades, he notes, graduated from the military acad-
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emies of the 1930s or early 194Os. Nunn's argument is interesting and
well documented, and yet I was never convinced that the set of military
values he reiterates (antipolitical, antiliberal, and a confused self-image
of the military as the only truly democratic institution) were necessarily
transferred from Europe. He argues that the common outlook charac
terizing the Argentine, Brazilian, Chilean, and Peruvian military from
the early twentieth century until today "renders rather useless the la
beling of military movements as rightist or leftist on the basis of their
achievements./I In his constant search for commonalities, however,
Nunn discards the possibility that what differentiates a Velasco from a
Pinochet is far more important than what unites them. The book is so
intent on discerning common themes that it fails to demonstrate
whether foreign military training can be related to the great differences
that distinguish military regimes.

The subject of Andres Fontana's Fuerzas armadas, partidos politicos
y transici6n a la democracia en Argentina, 1981-1982 is more limited in
scope than the other works reviewed here. Yet, his analysis of the inter
nal and external forces that shaped the military's retreat from office is
richer because it involves a broader range of explanatory factors. In
tracing the debate over an apertura politica following General Roberto
Viola's assumption of the presidency until the Malvinas disaster, Fon
tana focuses on an area not discussed by Cavanagh or Nunn-internal
splits within the military regime. Fontana avoids both a simplistic form
of class analysis (which views the military as no more than agents for
some wing of the bourgeoisie) or rigid economic determinism. Political
decisions within civil society (particularly by the parties), economic con
ditions, and armed forces schisms all interacted to produce the crisis of
military rule.

The deterioration of the Argentine economy from 1980 onward
contributed to growing popular discontent and the alienation of entre
preneurial groups previously allied with the regime. These factors, in
tum, intensified the debate between Viola's apertura-oriented faction
and the hard-liners led by Galtieri. Despite the political weakness of
civil society and the absence of mass mobilization, Viola believed it
necessary to forestall future social unrest. He questioned Jose Martinez
de Hoz's neoliberal economic policies, appointed a labor minister more
acceptable to the unions, and tried to open negotiations with the politi
cal parties. Such concessions were staunchly opposed by the hard-lin
ers, who felt the political order had not been sufficiently reconstructed
to permit redemocratization. Viewing the world in dichotomous terms
of "order-chaos and friend-enemy," the hard-liners held the political
parties partially responsible for the rise of subversion and were not
ready to tum power back to them. This group vetoed many of the presi
dent's policies, creating a vicious cycle in which the Galtieri faction
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made Viola increasingly dependent on civilian support but prevented
him from making the political and economic concessions necessary to
attain it. Ultimately, Viola was caught between two conflicting de
mands: maintaining unity within the armed forces and effectively gov
erning the nation. In less than a year, these contradictions drove him
from office. In the absence of mass mobilization (which the major politi
cal parties opposed lest it provoke a military reaction), the nation ac
cepted the change rather passively.

Not surprisingly, the new Galtieri government returned to aus
tere and anti-inflationary policies. Unexpectedly, however, it also an
nounced that elections would be held in two years, a dramatic reversal
of the hard-liners' previous position. That political opening was clearly
inconsistent with the regime's unpopular economic policies. Embold
ened by the opportunities that arose from the new situation, the politi
cal parties took a more confrontational stance toward the regime. Wide
spread union demonstrations in March 1982 and increasingly open
criticism of the regime signaled that the formerly passive population
was no longer paralyzed by military repression. An increasingly dy
namic civil society challenged a progressively fragmented military that
was divided along service and political lines. Hard-line military ele
ments were unable to restructure the political order and destroy what
they perceived to be the roots of subversion.

Yet, Fontana argues, the political parties also showed themselves
to be weak. Failing to ally themselves with any military faction or to
lead the opposition effectively, they abandoned political initiative and
the representation of civilian demands to other actors. The Malvinas
War represented a last desperate attempt to reestablish military au
thority and generate popular support for the regime. With the disas
trous defeat, conflicts between military hard-liners and soft-liners gave
way to squabbling between the branches of the armed forces over who
was responsible for the loss. A profoundly isolated military was eventu
ally forced to step down. The collapse of the regime was caused not by
the strength of political parties or other civilian institutions but by the
weakness of the military.

Robert Wesson's edited volume, New Military Politics in Latin
America, examines the manner in which institutionalized military re
gimes during the 1960s and 1970s responded to mass political mobiliza
tion in South America. Case studies on the bureaucratic-authoritarian
regimes of Brazil and the Southern Cone, Peru's military reformists,
and civil-military relations in Venezuela and Colombia are accompanied
by synthesizing chapters by Wesson, Martin Needler, and Edwin Lieu
wen. Lieuwen's opening overview sets the tone of the collection.
Clearly written, this essay summarizes and reviews previously pub
lished work rather than breaking new ground. Thus it seems to be
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aimed less at the specialist than at the graduate or advanced under
graduate student level. Lieuwen finds bureaucratic-authoritarian theory
"brilliant" and "original" but faults it for economic determinism, insen
sitivity to the role of the middle class, and a tendency to view the
military as the "almost helpless victims of a societal crisis that forces it
to act." His evaluation of the performance of bureaucratic-authoritarian
regimes, written in late 1981, gives them higher marks for economic
growth, containment of inflation, and stability than they would earn
now. Lieuwen's ideological perspective is more conservative than that
of the other books reviewed here. The same can be said of Wesson,
whose tone in the concluding chapter on U.S. policy sounds like a State
Department review of U.S. interests. It should be noted, however, that
neither of these two authors is sympathetic to bureaucratic-authoritar
ian regimes. Lieuwen faults their human-rights record while Wesson
feels that "moderate democracies" (like Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador,
and Peru) are more reliable allies for the United States. He also finds
the Brazilian military too "socialistic" in their expansion of the state
sector.

Wesson portrays recent military intervention in South America
as largely a reaction to the failures of populism. He defines that over
used term as "clientelism translated into mass urban politics" and "cli
entelism in an electoral context." According to his view, because most
populist regimes lack an ideology or a commitment to structural
change, they depend on patronage. Mixing incompetence, graft, and
corruption, they finance their programs with inflation (that is, deficit
spending and borrowing).

The cycle leading to the rise of authoritarian military regimes
described by Wesson is congruent with the work of O'Donnell and oth
ers in the bureaucratic-authoritarian and dependista traditions: run
away inflation and foreign debt lead to IMF pressures for austerity;
resistance from the labor movement and government bureaucrats,
coupled with calls for structural change by the left, contribute to a right
ist backlash within the middle class; utimately, growing polarization
and class conflict induce military intervention. Unlike the dependistas,
however, Wesson does not interpret Latin America's current crisis as
the result of inexorable structural binds but as primarily the product of
poor leadership: "The populist program could succeed if redistribution
were accompanied by increased production. But the militants of eco
nomic justice lack the competence, breadth, education and sterling
character necessary to bring this virtual miracle." Wesson notes the fail
ure of import-substitution industralization but offers no explanation for
it other than the poor quality of leadership.

Wesson holds the bourgeoisie partially to blame for the break
down of democratic regimes: "The apprehension of the possessing class
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may be increased by bad conscience in view of the poverty of many of
the less privileged.7 The view that reformers are Kerenskys preparing
the way for Lenins greatly augments the horrors of the upper class and
their determination to resist." Yet Wesson accords most of the responsi
bility to the left. As populist regimes (and those like Allende's UP gov
ernment) falter, he charges, they become increasingly allied with com
munists and other radicals who demand structural change. Having
previously noted that populists lack an ideology or a project for struc
tural change, Wesson now seems to lump together Goulart's left popu
lists, Altamirano Socialists, and Tupamaros. As society becomes more
polarized, he insists, "radical populists" (pushed by those further to the
left) seek to undermine the constitutional order "in order to make their
revolution irreversible." Ultimately, he argues, populist regimes seal
their own fate when they try unsuccessfully to undermine the status or
integrity of the armed forces.

The country studies in this volume and Needler's discussion of
the internal problems that faced military regimes do not offer any major
breakthroughs but are well-written summaries of the areas they cover.
Some, however, failed to anticipate future trends or missed existing
ones. Wesson, Peter Snow (writing on Argentina), and Kenneth John
son (on Uruguay) all un,derestimated the pressures building for rede
mocratization. Snow did not deal with the internal divisions (so well
analyzed by Fontana) that were already undermining the Argentine
military, and he saw no prospect for redemocratization in the near fu
ture. Similarly, he did not foresee Alfonsin's reviving the Radical party.
Wesson, unable to forecast the likes of Alfonsin or Alan Garcia, foresaw
no capable new civilian leadership emerging in South America.

What have we learned from the last two decades of military rule
and redemocratization in South America? All four of the works re
viewed here recognize (explicitly or implicitly) that the political role of
the military is greatly influenced by the degree of mass political mobili
zation, the nature of political articulation by parties, and the level of
industrialization and economic development within civil society. But all
except Cavanagh reject vulgar historical determinism and recognize the
need to study the internal political forces motivating the military. De
pendency theory, so important in recent studies of Latin American poli
tics, plays a very small role in these works. Nunn is concerned with
extranational influences but focuses on military training missions and
ideology, not multinational economics. Only Cavanagh evokes the de
pendista model per se, but he does not apply it to Peru in any meaning
ful way. Ultimately, dependency theory fails to explain the divergent
nature of military regimes in countries such as Chile, Peru, and Argen
tina. To the extent that any paradigm has emerged from the period, it
seems to be O'Donnell's bureaucratic-authoritarian model, which may
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be rejected by some of these authors as overly deterministic and uni
form but has still influenced most of them. 8 Many of the works re
viewed here may have been written too early to reflect the influence of
Linz and Stepan's important collection on the collapse of democratic
regimes. 9 It is to be hoped that future research on the military will be
influenced by the ideas in that series as well as by the forthcoming
redemocratization literature by O'Donnell, Schmitter, Laurence White
head, and others. 10

More important than what scholars have discovered about mili
tary rule in the last two decades is what South American civil societies
(particularly the political elites) have learned from the authoritarian ex
perience. My own conversations with Argentine and Uruguayan intel
lectuals and political activists suggest the sobering effect of intense re
pression on those societies. Leftists who insisted on the need for funda
mental structural change in the 1960s now seem willing to work within
the confines of a system that is actually marked by more inequitable
economic conditions for the lower classes than during that earlier pe
riod. Others who once admired the audacity of the Tupamaros now
blame them for contributing to the military backlash. Many who dis
missed the value of bourgeois democracy now hail (or even work for)
Raul Alfonsin and stress the importance of democratic norms. At a
recent conference on critical elections in the Americas, I was struck by
the extent to which Southern Cone scholars were concerned with the
need to contain class conflict within the confines of bourgeois demo
cratic institutions. 11

If the past decades have served as a painful learning experience
for the left, it is to be hoped that the same has been true for those
elsewhere on· the ideological spectrum. One should no longer take too
seriously the positive role that John Johnson and others attributed to
the military as an agent of political and economic modernization. 12 The
limits of Velasco's "Peruvian experiment" and the more cautious re
formism of Ecuador's Rodriguez Lara are now apparent. 13 At the same
time, my interviews with industrialists in Uruguay and Ecuador sug
gest that at least some of them (particularly the Uruguayans) now rec
ognize the failures of the "Chicago Boys" who managed the economies
of rightist authoritarian regimes.
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